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Handout – Principles of PRUB 

 

 

PRUB is an acronym for the language that simplifies the complexity of strategic planning.  PRUB has its own, 
rigorous vocabulary, grammar and rules. Starting with the fundamental concept: 

PRUB = Organisations run Projects that produce Results that communities/citizens Use to create Benefits for 
themselves. 

 

 

Figure 1: The core PRUB strategy building block 

 

Projects:  Organisations run Projects such as building a new local market, developing a communications 
campaign, developing health services, planting flaxes and trees around a wetland or building an irrigation 
scheme and filling it with water. 

 

Results:  Organisations produce Results from these Projects such as a new local market, a communication 
campaign, a new health service, a restored wetland, or water being available to farmers. 

 

Uses:  The community Uses these Results, e.g. by purchasing produce from a local market, reading the 
information from a communications campaign, receiving service at a hospital, people enjoying studying flora 
and fauna in the wetland, or farmers using water for irrigation. 

 

Benefits:  The community creates Benefits from their use of the things that organisations produce, such as 
healthier citizens due to eating healthier local produce, more engaged citizens, healthier citizens as a result of 
receiving more effective medical care, people having a sense of oneness with nature through their experiences 
in the wetlands, or farms being sustainably profitable.  

 

 

The smallest amount of strategic information…. 

…that has the highest value… 

… to the most people 

Using PRUB produces  
the smallest amount of strategic information  
that has the highest value to the most people 

 
Every strategic idea can be described using PRUB  

either as a single P-R-U-B or as  
combinations of multiple Ps Rs Us and Bs.   
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Any less information than that encapsulated in PRUB is insufficient for effective strategy development and 
implementation. 

 

PRUB is the absolute minimum set of strategic information. 

 

All other strategic information contributes to PRUB – but PRUB itself is ‘the strategy”.   

 

Here is a couple of very simple example PRUBs for single Projects: 

 

 

       Projects                Results             Uses               Benefits 

 

 

Figure 2:  Simple example PRUBs for two Projects. 

 

 

PRUB is fundamental to the OpenStrategies system. 

   

PRUB is the core strategy building block. 

 

Using PRUB it’s possible to create strategies for everything from single 
projects right up to multi-level, multi-stakeholder, multi-theme 
OpenStrategies. 

 

A Strategy based on PRUB-Strategic-Thinking (eg an OpenStrategy) will be concise, clear and implementable.   

 

 

 

 
 

 

Create new 
health service 

Citizens attend 
hospital to 
receive better 
health services 

Healthier 
citizens 

A new health 
service is 
available 

Build a 
sheltered, safe 
cycleway from a 
housing estate 
to a school 

Children ride to 
school and 
home on the 
cycleway 

Children are 
safe when 
travelling 

A sheltered, 
safe cycleway 
from a housing 
estate to a 
school 

 

PRUB is the absolute 
minimalist set of 

strategic information.  
It is the core strategy 

building block. 

 


